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NEXT MEETING

a great motivator in itself to encourage others
to explore different dowsing approaches.

Sunday 15 February 2015

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
I trust you had a very happy Christmas, a
thoroughly relaxing break and that you are ready
for a wonderful new year.
Due to our summer weather being surprisingly
cooler than predicted so far, I think many of you
may have joined me in using the weather protocol
which Heather Wilks developed from Raymon
Grace’s methods. There’s a new one in this
Newsletter which relates more directly to drought
and bush fire conditions.
If you’re looking for some tuition about
dowsing, I will be running workshops during the
year, as will Heather. Please contact either of us
for more details.
The DSV is always seeking to line up speakers
with something of special interest to share with
everyone during the year.
Please let us know too if there is a topic related
to dowsing that you’d like us to explore more. We’ll
do our best to do that.
I am very pleased that at our first meeting for
2015 we will be screening some DVD material
from Amanda Gore. Amanda is a remarkable
Australian who is very popular on the international
speaking circuit. She skilfully uses humour to
educate and motivate people to bring more joy into
their lives. I’m sure you’ll get a lot out of her what
she shares. It’s a fabulous way to launch into
2015.
As always there will be some group dowsing
and we’ll open up the floor for questions about it.
It’s always great to see how enthusiastically
people share about their experiences and it’s often
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A gentle reminder, the Annual Membership
Fees are due at the 15 February meeting.
You’re welcome to bring friends along for some
happy sharing between like-minded people.
Lyn Wood, President
NEXT MEETING
Time & Date:
2.00 pm, Sunday 15 February 2015
(1.30 pm for dowsing practice)
Place:
Mount Waverley Community Centre,
Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley
(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station)
Melways: 70 E 1
Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off
Stephensons Road

OUR NEXT MEETING
For our next meeting on Sunday 15
February, the highlight will be some wonderful
DVD video extracts of Amanda Gore, the
Australian who has become a globally
recognised speaker.

Amanda Gore
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Amanda has an amazing zest for life and an
extraordinary level of energy, enthusiasm, humour
and intelligence to share. The DSV felt it would be
wonderful to kick-start 2015 with some unbridled
passion for us all.
Of course, we’ll also have the usual dowsing
introduction to our meeting and there’ll be
opportunities for asking your dowsing questions.
We’ll open it up for everyone to have the chance
to respond to those questions as it allows for many
different experiences and points of view to be
shared at the meeting.
Amanda Gore: www.thejoyproject.com

OUR LAST MEETING
DSV member Mari Metcalfe was the guest
speaker for our last meeting of 2014 in November.
Mari spends half the year here in Melbourne
Australia and the other half in Dorchester on
Thames, 8 miles (13 km) from Oxford in Britain.
So as well as belonging to the DSV, she is a
member of the Wyvern Dowsing Society, which is
affiliated with the British Society of Dowsers.
The discovery of the remains of a Roman road
and a Roman wall on her UK property happily
confirmed Mari’s own hunches. Don Bryan, the
Director of Archaelogy in the British Dowsers, led
a dowsing field trip to her home and confirmed the
find. She said it was such a valuable dowsing
experience for all concerned.

American Dowser, Raymon Grace has
endorsed her eBook. They’ve developed a
good relationship via email since Heather’s
been on the DSV Committee. This is part of
what was posted in the “Raymon Grace
Dowsing & Self Empowerment” Group on
Facebook:
Heather has a lot of success with dowsing and
has written an E-Book about it, sharing stories
of how we worked together. She is an excellent
inspiration of what can be done and you might
want to read the book and follow her
examples. You can contact her at
heather@ohnaturale.com Raymon
I asked Heather for details of other
comments she’d received since she launched
her eBook and she’s passed these on.
"Thank you so much for writing your
dowsing book. So much wonderful
information at my fingertips. It was a timely
reminder of all the things you taught in
your course. The way you use dowsing
with Inna Segal’s work is a whole new
horizon for me to work with." AS (Australia)

“DOWSING HEALS” EBOOK
By Lyn Wood, DSV President

I commend to you the new eBook, “Dowsing
Heals”, written by our own DSV Committee
member, Heather Wilks.
I’ve found it to be very easy to read, good for
beginners as well as those wanting to expand on
their dowsing skills.
Heather’s eBook covers dowsing in a lot of
detail. She includes a tool to help overcome
doubts, worries and fears about dowsing. She
addresses Yes/No dowsing and also advanced
dowsing. I really like the way she has set out so
many protocols to suit changing different energies.
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“I have been a Dowser for close to 40
years, read many books on the subject, am
a follower of Raymon Grace, and have
taught several dowsing classes. Your easy
to read and understand book brought me
many new ideas and new twists on old
concepts. In short, it is excellent!" RS
(USA)
“Congratulations on a great book. I’m very
confident that someone who knows
nothing about dowsing will be able to
dowse by the time they have finished
reading it. I can see you’ve put your heart
and soul into it. MM (Australia)
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"I spent all Christmas Day reading your book. I
was just asking the universe the other day for
a way to help in a larger way, then there was
your book. What wonderful potential to help
and heal. Mankind needs a little boost of
goodness, this may be just a nice part. It's
time for this book so good on ya for doing it. I
hope I can make a difference one day like you
have." RS (Canada)
Great book. Great info!! It’s really good
detailed info for me to use, just what I needed.
I am going to read it fully and translate the
dowsing protocols in Dutch. HZ (Netherlands)
If you’d like to arrange a copy of Heather’s
eBook please email her for details:
heather@ohnaturale.com or phone her (03) 9572
2970. (She can arrange a printed copy if you’d
prefer that to a PDF on your computer.)

(Wait until pendulum stops spinning.)
Now start swinging pendulum in YES direction
and then let it pick up its own momentum.
# Transforming the energy to bring increased
balance, harmony and peace for calmer, more
beneficial conditions for the people, animals,
properties and land affected by drought and
prone to bushfires - in Victoria, NSW, the ACT,
Queensland, South Australia, Western
Australia, Northern Territory and Tasmania.
Bringing in the most appropriate temperatures
and humidity levels, gentle breezes and normal
rainfall in safe, beneficial amounts. Bringing in
the spirits of love and gratitude, respect and
freedom, for the highest good of all. This or
something better as safe and appropriate from
now and into the future across all time,
dimensions, space and reality. Thank you.
(Wait until pendulum stops spinning.)

AN ENERGY TRANSPOSING UNIT

DOWSING FOR
DROUGHT & BUSH FIRES

By John Richardson. Reprinted with the kind
permission of the Dowsers Society of NSW Inc.

By Heather Wilks, DSV Editor
Dowsing for weather conditions has been a
work in progress over some years.
Dowsing Protocol
Start swinging pendulum in NO direction and then
let it pick up its own momentum.
# Scrambling the frequency of the drought and
bushfires in Victoria, NSW, the ACT, Queensland,
South Australia, Northern Territory, Western
Australia and Tasmania. Neutralising all the
negative energy, non-beneficial thought forms and
the media-fed hysteria relating to the extreme
conditions, everything known or unknown that is
contributing to the droughts and bushfires across
the country, raising fear levels, contributing to
devastation and possibly encouraging arsonist
activity. Magnifying this dowsing with the help of
spiritual dowsers and the skills of the best dowsers
on the planet.

I have written about installing one of these
units in many of my exploits with energy.
It can be installed remotely or on-site, whilst
in your Dowsing Mode. Think of it as a type of
car wash, it runs on energy instead of water,
and will transpose any non-beneficial energies
into beneficial energies, on any designated
area of land, including any water or buildings
on that property.
It will cover any defined area and will
extend beyond the property’s boundary line by
about 40 centimetres. This overlap is
necessary to protect the subject area but does
not interfere with the property next-door.

Note: This is an extract of the DSV
February Newsletter. Join the DSV and
you’ll receive the entire Newsletter 6
times annually.

Please write the DSV Meeting Dates in your diary today:
2015 dates – Sunday 15 February, 19 April, 21 June, 23 August, 18 October, 29 November
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